FOL Scholarship Winners

Scholarships introduced and described in Library Lines, Vol. 13, no. 3 (January 2005)

2005 (Library Lines, Vol. 14, no. 2)
Jenny Lynn Bruns [Non-endowed]
Arthur Mellors [Endowed Honors College]
Jamie Randall McCall [Book Scholarship]
Sarah Elizabeth Taylor [Book Scholarship]

2006 (Library Lines, Vol. 15, no. 2)
Jennifer Henley [Non-endowed]
Bryan Howington [Endowed Honors College]
Porcia Brown [Book scholarship]
Jessica Ortiz-Carrero [Book scholarship]
Katherine Montgomery [Book scholarship]
Brooke Caylor [Book scholarship]

2007 (Library Lines, Vol. 16, no. 2)
Bryan Howington [Non-endowed Generalist]
Mary Gyves [Endowed Honors College]
Brook Caylor [Book scholarship]
Katherine Montgomery [Book scholarship]
Lisa Walters [Book scholarship]
Anitra Williams [Book scholarship]
2008 (Library Lines, Vol. 17, no. 2)
Lisa Walters [FOL Non-endowed ($1,000)]
Meiyan Zhang [Endowed Generalist ($500)]
Joseph Sarno [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Chalonda Coleman [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Hannah Simpson [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Yuan Wei [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Wang Yao [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Informational Note: Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500) created in 2008.

2009 (Library Lines, Vol. 18, no.2)
Jorge Piocuda [Non-Endowed ($1,000)]
Meiyan Zhang [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Kayla Fowler [Endowed Generalist ($500)]
Eunah Kim-Therrell [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Jianbo Su [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Xingzi Sun [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Sang Li [Book Scholarship ($250)]

2010
Rigoberto Quizon [Non-endowed ($1,000)]
Allison Soles [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Heather O’Malley [Endowed Generalist ($500)]
Hassanah Bolt [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Regina Branch [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Laura Howell-Cranford [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Ashley Smith [Book Scholarship ($250)]
2011

Hannah L. Brumfield [Non-endowed ($1,000)]
Courtney M. Stoker [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Maria B. Hockaday [Endowed Generalist ($500)]
Heidi L. Dingwell [Non-endowed Generalist ($500)]
Andrea R. Collen [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Briana Flores [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Allona J. Frazier [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Qi Liu [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Glenda J. Lowery [Book Scholarship ($250)]
Weitang (Chris) Pan [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Informational Note: The members of the 2011 scholarship committee (Anne Coleman, Lillian Brewington, and Dr. Judith Curtis) asked the Board to approve three additional scholarships (a $500 Generalist and two Book Scholarships @ $250 each) for this year (2011) only. The committee made this recommendation based on the large number of qualified applicants, the recent tuition increases, the continued downturn of the economy, and the current state of FOL funds which would allow for the additional scholarships to be funded. The proposal was discussed; a motion was made to fund the additional scholarships, for this year only; and the motion was passed unanimously to award 10 FOL scholarships rather than the usual 7 scholarships.
2012

Glenda Jewell Lowery [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]

Brittany Leigh Williams [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]

Courtney Michelle Stoker [Endowed Honors College ($500)]

Amber Nichole Ward [Endowed Generalist ($500)]

Danielle Hairston [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Kayla R. Seedig [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Jungeun Sung [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Michelle S. Winfrey [Book Scholarship ($250)]

Alex Antonio Martinez, Fairmont High School [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Taylor Marie Locklear, Lumberton High School [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Matthew James Godwin, Purnell Swett High School [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Tabitha Lynn Russ, Robeson Early College [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Mercedes Locklear, South Robeson High School [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Andrea Ann-Marie Bound, St. Pauls High School [Technology Scholarship ($717.5)]

Informational Notes:
1) FOL Non-endowed scholarship renamed “Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship” in honor of Dean Foster, upon her retirement in 2012;

2) A brand new $1,000 scholarship, the “Ben Chavis, Grandmother Lela Locklear Chavis, Great-Great-Grandfather John Archie Locklear, and the Friends of the Library Endowed Scholarship” was created;

3) A technology scholarship was made available for each of the public high schools of Robeson County. A qualifying student from each school, who had been admitted to UNCP, was given the following: Laptop Computer, Laptop Bag, Microsoft Office, & Norton Anti-virus Software.

4) This is the second consecutive year that the Honors College Scholarship has been awarded to Courtney Stoker, and the winner of the Non-endowed $1,000.00 Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship, Glenda Lowery, was a book scholarship recipient last year.
2013 (Library Lines, Vol. 22, no. 2)

Heather Lynn Wade [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]
Brittany Leigh Williams [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]
Christian Butler Ryckeley [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Hannah Rachael Lineberger [Endowed Generalist ($500)]
Lewis Duran Adams [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Ashlee Renee Doughtry [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Matthew David Embler [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Catheryn D. Wilson [Book Scholarship ($300)]

Informational Note: The amount for the Book Scholarships was increased to $300 each.

2014

Cassidy Jordan Miles [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]
Christian Butler Ryckeley [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]
Zachary Lunn [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Heidi Pinkerton [Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Lewis Duran Adams [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Jasmine Akai Akalaonu [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Mireida Perez-Cortez [Book Scholarship ($300)]
Hannah Rachael Lineberger [Book Scholarship ($300)]

2015

Cassidy Jordan Miles [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]
Zachary Lunn [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]
Kristine Gooch [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Angela Jane Adams [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Linda Christina Council [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Lewis Duran Adams [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Christopher Chapman [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Rebecca Marie Spruill [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Thomas Grey Sweeney [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]


2016

Kristine Gooch [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]

Amanda Rose Bowman [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]

Erin L. Barnhardt [Endowed Honors College ($500)]

Angela Jane Adams [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]

Mireida Perez-Cortez [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]

Kim Duong [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Dajer Nayib Fernandez [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Amanda Kay Levy [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Tara Caitlin Odum [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

2017

Justin Scott [Dean Elinor F. Foster Scholarship ($1,000)]

Ereny Gerges [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]

Sarah Middleton [Endowed Honors College ($500)]

Erin L. Barnhardt [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]

Kathryn Flax [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]

Brittani Allen [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Natural Breeden [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Kimberly Fuqua [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

Andrea Moose [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
2018

Daniel Middleton [Dr. Elinor Foster Newberry/FOL Endowed Scholarship ($1,000)]
Casey Lynn Burroughs [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]
Samantha Rose Badami [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Yara Abumohsen [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Andrea N. Moose [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Ingrid L. Arce [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Mary Alisa Bullock [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Kathryn C. Flax [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Hannah F. Middleton [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]

2019

Autumn Roush [Dr. Elinor Foster Newberry/FOL Endowed Scholarship ($1,000)]
Justin Villanueva [Ben Chavis/FOL Endowed ($1,000)]
Hannah Middleton [Endowed Honors College ($500)]
Samantha Badami [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Brittany Gibson [Dr. Anthony R. Curtis Endowed Generalist Scholarship ($500)]
Tally Barnhill [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Sherastin Dutch [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Jacob Elliott [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]
Nicole Lawrence [Dr. Raymond J. Rundus Book Scholarship ($300)]